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Stephen Hill is President of AIQ
Systems. For the past 15 years he has
been involved in all aspects of AIQ
Systems, from support and sales to
programming and education. Steve is a
frequent speaker at events in the U.S.
and Europe, talking on subjects as
diverse as Portfolio Simulation
Techniques, Advanced Chart Pattern
Analysis and Trading System Design.

Introduction:
Welcome back to Opening Bell
Monthly. The last 5 months we’ve been
in a hiatus while we focussed on a new
look to our magazine.
With this first edition of 2009, we’ll
introduce three conributors, each of
whom will be regular features each
month.
The Opening Bell Newsletter
is a publication of AIQ Systems
P O Box 34764,
Reno NV, 89533
E-mail:
openingbell@aiqsystems.com
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Dan Zanger - Chartpattern.com
Dan is the world
record holder for the
largest
percent
change for a personal
portfolio for a 12
month period of time
and an 18 month
period of time in the
history of the stock
market. The first twelve months of this
incredible record have been audited by

a firm that specializes in auditing
professional money managers. For one
year the record is 29,233% using margin
on high flying Internet stocks during the
market bubble from 1998 through 2000.
Dan has been featured in FORTUNE
MAGAZINE and appeared on a segment
of EXTRA TV. He was also the weekly
host of his own half-hour show on the
Business Channel in LA and featured in
numerous leading trade magazines such
as Active Trader, TradersWorld, Forbes
and Stocks & Commodities.
Dan has been an AIQ user since 1992
and uses AIQ’s advanced list feature in
charts for his daily stock screening.

Richard CroftCroft Capital Management
Richard N Croft has
been in the securities
business since 1975.
Since February 1993,
Mr. Croft has been
licenced
as
an
investment counselor
/ portfolio manager,
operating under the
corporate name R. N.
Croft Financial Group Inc. The company
provides personal portfolio management
and consulting services to individual
investors.
Mr. Croft authors a regular Market
Commentary column on E*TRADE
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In 1999, Mr. Croft co-developed a
portfolio management system for
Charles Schwab Canada. This
portfolio program was designed to
provide registered advisors at
Charles Schwab Canada with a
defensible long term investment
In 1998, Mr. Croft co-developed program that could be marketed to
three FPX Indices for the National Charles Schwab clients worldwide.
Post which examine the returns for
Mr. Croft is a global portfolio
a series of portfolios geared to
average Canadian investors. In 2004, manager who focuses on risk
Mr. Croft extended that concept to adjusted performance. He believes it
include three RealWorld portfolio is not just about return, it is about
indices
which
purport
to how that return was achieved.
demonstrate the performance of the
Most recently, Mr. Croft coFPX portfolio indices adjusted for
real world costs. In both cases, these authored a Canadian best seller on
indices
provide
portfolio portfolio building entitled Protect
benchmarks for individual investors. Your Nest Egg. This was Mr. Croft’s
ninth book.
In 1999, Mr. Croft developed two Steve Palmquist option writing indices for the Timely Trades
Montreal Exchange, and regularly
authors options commentary at the
Author Steve
Mx Website. He also developed the
Palmquist has
FundLine methodology, which is a
been an active
graphic interpretation of portfolio
trader for over
diversification. Specifically the
twenty years.
FundLine defines what elements
Steve has shared
ofdiversification a specific mutual
various trading
fund brings to the portfolio.
techniques
at
seminars across
He also developed an index for
the
country,
rating the performance of fund presented at the Trader’s Expo, and
managers. The proprietary model has published trading articles in Stock
known as Manager Value Added and Commodities Magazine, Trader’s
Index (MVA Index), rates mutual Journal, The Opening Bell, and
fund portfolio managers on a risk Working Money.
adjusted basis relative to a
benchmark.
that appears each Tuesday. He is
also a regular contributor to the
MoneyLetter, where his articles
Marchindividual
2002 stocks,
focus on utilizing
mutual funds and exchange traded
funds within a portfolio model.

Steve is also the founder of
www.daisydogger.com, a financial
site that provides trading tips and
techniques, and is the publisher of
The Timely Trades Letter, in which
he shares his market analysis, trading
setups, and trading tips twice a week.

Proven
Candlestick
Patterns
- by Steve Palmquist.

Currently one the
most widely used chart types,
candles have the potential to be
an effective tool for extracting
profits from the market.
But with all of the information
out now about candles, how can
you tell which ones work and
which don’t?
After testing every known
candlestick pattern, Steve
Palmquist has determined which
candlesticks are the most
effective and gives you extensive
data and techniques for how to
best incorporate them into your
Trading strategy.

90-minute DVD
ONLY $89
aiqsystems.com/
stevepcandlesdvd.htm

The Option Pricing Maze
By Richard Croft
Croft Capital Management

One of the most frustrating
positions for an option trader is
dealing with the uncertainty
surrounding how an option is
valued. Even if we understand the
six basic components in the options
price;

•
2

Strike price

that the only unknown in the option
pricing formula is the volatility of the
underlying stock. When evaluating the
•
cost of an option, we always have to
•
make our best guess about future
•
volatility. It is the one component
•
within the pricing model that traders
can use to compare one series of
We know from previous discussions options against another.

•

Price of the underlying
security
Time to expiration
Risk free rate of interest
Dividend if any
Volatility of the underlying
security
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If, for example, a six month call on
XYZ with a strike price of 100 is
trading with an implied volatility of
40%, all things being equal, we know
it is more expensive than an ABC
three month 40 call that is trading
with a 20% volatility.

The volatility implied by a specific
option contract takes all of the
components within the options price
and breaks them down to the one
common denominator. In much the
Table 1 XYZ at $100, six month calls and puts,
same way as the yield to maturity
Theoretical fair values assuming 30% volatility
calculation provides a common
denominator in valuing bonds with
Now let’s examine the impact a
Most investors would think that a
different terms to maturity and
change in volatility can have on an bullish call spread would benefit from
different coupons.
XYZ bull spread. There are of course an increase in volatility. But in point
two ways to enter a bullish spread of fact, a higher volatility assumption
We also know that changes in
on XYZ, one is the debit spread using has a negative impact on the value of
volatility will quickly impact the price
calls, the other is a credit spread using the position.
of the option. We know also that
puts.
higher volatility means higher option
prices. When volatility increases, it
Table 2 looks at the same six month
With the call spread, you could buy
benefits traders who are long options,
XYZ
options on the same strike prices,
the XYZ 90 calls at 14.93 and write
when volatility declines it benefits
but
this
time with a 50% volatility
the XYZ 110 calls at 5. The total cost
traders who are short options.
assumption.
for this spread is $9.93. Maximum
The best of all worlds is the
individual who buys a call or a put
when it is trading at a 20% implied
volatility. Then watches as the stock
rises or falls and the volatility
increases. The option buyers gets the
double benefit of an option whose
value increases because of the
relationship between the stock price
and the strike price, and because of
the change in the volatility
assumption.

potential gain is $20, the difference
Look at what happens to the
between the 110 and 90 strike prices.
theoretical
fair value bullish call
Maximum loss is the $9.93 net debit.
spread. It falls from $9.93 to $9.017.
Here’s the question; what happens Even with no change to the price of
to the XYZ call spread if the volatility the underlying security. Of course, in
assumption went from 30% to 50%. the real world, you would not likely
Because you are long and short calls, see a change in the volatility
the increase in volatility will assumption if the price of the
positively impact the long XYZ 90 call, underlying security remained
but will negatively impact the XYZ 110 constant.
call. Overall, the issue is which option
will be impacted the most.

Problems arise when we begin to
combine strategies. Especially
strategies like spreads where we buy
and sell options at the same time. The
impact a change in volatility can have
on a spread is often much different
than you might imagine.
For example, suppose you are
bullish on the outlook for XYZ
currently trading at $100 per share.
We will assume that the stock does
not pay a dividend, and has strike
prices from 80 to 120. The following
table prices the six month XYZ calls
and puts assuming a 30% volatility
assumption.

Table 2 XYZ at $100, six month calls and puts,
Theoretical fair values assuming 50% volatility
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With the call spread, a change in the
volatility assumption has a greater
impact on the out-of-the- money call
then it does on the in-the-money call.
March 2002
Hence the negative impact on the
overall bullish call spread.
You get a similar effect on the
bullish put spread, but for different
reasons. Using the same strike prices,
you might write the XYZ 110 put and
buy the XYZ 90 put. This position
would be established – assuming a Table 3 at $100, six month calls and puts,
30% volatility assumption - with a theoretical fair values assuming 30% volatility
$10.03 credit.
When we look again at the position
with the data from table 2, we see that
the same bull put spread with a 50%
volatility assumption, would be
worth $10.77. In a bullish put spread
that is established with a credit, you
want the net premium to decline, not
rise. So again, higher volatility has a
negative impact on the spread trader.
But unlike the call spread, the change
in the volatility assumption had a
greater impact on the in-the-money
put then it did on the out-of-themoney put.
When looking at the option pricing
formula, there is a derivative known
as “vega” that can be used to calculate
how much of a role a 1% change in
the volatility assumption will have on
the value of the underlying calls and
puts… all other things being equal.
Keeping with our XYZ example, we
have reproduced tables 1 and 2, only
this time we have included a column
for the options vega.
Notice at each strike price, the vega
for the calls is quite close to the vega
for the puts. Note also how the vega
declines, the further the strike price
is from the current price for the
underlying stock.
Looking at the XYZ 90 call, we
would expect the price of the call to
change by 20 cents for each 1% change
in the volatility assumption. Compare
that to the 24.8 cent impact a change
in volatility has on the XYZ 110 call.

4

The impact can also be seen on the
put side of the table. The in-themoney XYZ 110 put has a vega of .239,
compared with .203 for the out-of-themoney XYZ 90 put. Again, explaining
why the put spread is negatively
impacted when volatility increases.

Suppose for example, you are
bullish on the outlook for XYZ. On
the most basic level, you could buy
calls. You would do so if you thought
the options were cheap. Meaning the
option’s price is understating future
volatility. With the call buying
strategy, you hope to benefit from an
When you think about this in the increase in the value of the underlying
real world, the impact from a change stock and perhaps from an upward
in volatility makes sense. Normally revision to the volatility assumption.
we use spreads, because we think the
option premiums are high. The sale
If you thought the options were
of the out-of-the-money call helps to overpriced, you have a number of
offset some of the cost associated with other bullish choices. You could
purchasing the in-the-money call. implement a covered call write, write
Similarly with the bullish put spread. a naked put or use a bullish call debit
You sell in-the-money puts to capture spread or a bullish put credit spread.
an inflated premium, and buy the outof-the money put as insurance against
The covered call write, the naked
a catastrophe.
put or the spread strategies are all
strategies designed to reduce risk. In
This concept goes beyond the the sense that you believe the options
theoretical, when you begin to low at are overstating the risks in the
real world pricing that includes a bid underlying security. By writing
asked spread. Changes in volatility options, you take advantage of that
not only have an impact on the view. If it turns out that the options
theoretical value of the option, but were actually understating future
also on the size of the spread.
volatility, then we should expect the
positions to be negatively impacted
Summary
from an increase in the volatility
assumption.
What I wanted to demonstrate was
the impact changes in volatility can About the Author:
have onthe options price. But more
importantly, the options price. But
Mr. Croft is a global portfolio
more importantly, we need to manager who focuses on risk
understand how that impacts strategy adjusted performance. He believes it
decisions.
is not just about return, it is about
how that return was achieved.
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Timely Trades Jan 4, 2009
By Steve Palmquist

NASDAQ Outlook &
Key Trading Levels:

days volume, or the largest percentage
of above average volume. I also look
at the risk/reward ratio for
The market was up during three prioritizing trades.
of the last four sessions; and this
The other thing that some new
price action took it above the top of
traders
worry about when there are
the narrow basing range that we
lots
of
triggers
is whether or not they
have been watching. The price
should
be
taking
them all. They
action is positive, but it came on
wonder
if
they
will
‘miss the move’.
declining volume. Moving up on
Trading
is
about
risk
management,
not
declining volume is typically a
entering
positions.
When
the
market
negative indication, but in this case
the pattern formed during a holiday is clearly trending I will use more
period when volume is typically trading positions. In the current
light. The volume pattern this week situation, the market is trying to set
will tell us if this move is important. up a new trend but it is not very strong
on the volume pattern. The low
The trading plan was, ‘A move volume move, and the proximity to the
above the 1600 area is clearly a call upper Bollinger Band, indicate that it
for longs, and the volume pattern is better risk management to just enter
will indicate how many positions to a few trading positions and let the
use.’ Because of the proximity of the market prove itself before ‘going all
top of the narrow trading range to in’.
the upper Bollinger Band; the plan
Any move worth trading, almost by
called for taking a couple of longs
definition,
does not require you to
on a low volume move, and more
load
up
in
the first few days.
positions if the move came on
However,
loading
up early can really
strong volume. The market broke
hurt
if
the
move
is
a
fake out, and then
above the top of the narrow trading
reverses.
I
am
constantly
looking at the
range, but the move came on low,
risk
of
the
current
trading
and declining, volume; which
environment
and
using
position
sizing,
indicated it was best to just take a
and
number
of
positions,
to
adjust
to
couple of long trading positions.
different risk environments. If this
There were plenty of long triggers move is the beginning of something
to choose from last week. ATMI, big, then the market will prove it by
CAT, CWT, and THOR triggered showing the appropriate price and
and saw profitable moves of 2% to volume patterns. When it does, I will
5%. EAT, JBLU, and VRX saw increase my exposure by taking more
triggers and profitable moves of 8% trading positions, and using increasing
to 10%. When we see a lot of position sizes. It is not what CNBC and
triggers, and the plan calls for only the news says that matters, it is what
opening a few trading positions, I the market shows us.
get emails focused on two questions.
The market closed slightly above the
Some people are frustrated by ‘too
upper
Bollinger Band on Friday. A
many triggers’. Well, ‘too many’ is
a blessing, and a lot better than too quick look at a chart will show that
few. I don’t think you can have ‘too this is usually not a good time to buy.
many’ triggers. I look at the volume Strong markets will tend to ‘ride the
patterns to select the ones I am bands’, but again the first day of being
going to trade. I focus on the on the band is not a trend. If the
triggers with the largest percentage market remains above the 1600 area I
increase in volume over the previous will keep trading the long positions I

have. If the market shows some
accumulation I will increase the
number of trading positions I am
using. If the market continues rising
with up days having clearly larger
volume than down days I will increase
the number of trading positions I am
using.
If the market falls back into the
narrow trading range I will close any
long positions that are not moving up
on increasing volume. If the market
falls back into the trading range on
strong volume, or shows some
distribution, I will be taking profits on
longs. Shorts are not attractive now,
with the usual exception of ones
triggering on something around
double average volume.
There are several signs that the
market environment is changing. The
break above the narrow base, the
increasing number of bottoming
patterns, for the first time in a few
months there are more interesting long
setups than short setups, and the
leadership in ETFs is changing from
ones like IEF, SHY, and TLT to ones
like HYG, EEM, EWM, GXC, and SLV.
These observations do not guarantee
that the market is going to bounce here;
but for the first time in several months
the internal strength to bounce is there.
If the market continues up and shows
a strong volume pattern I will be
increasing my exposure. If the volume
pattern remains negative, I will remain
cautious.
There are no risk free trades. I want
to manage risk by looking at each setup
and asking, ‘what is the lowest risk
way to enter this trade’? I then want
to compare that risk to what my other
choices are. I am not focused on one
stock, I am looking to manage units of
risk by looking at all available trades,
the various entry techniques, and the
potential risk to reward that each trade
yields. I then take the best of what is
available, within the constraints of the
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trading plan. I do not focus on
watching for triggers to within the
penny. I am looking at all the potential
trades and then picking the ones that
March 2002
are best.
Exit Strategies:
Holding periods and profit taking
should be based on current market
conditions. Take profits quickly in
trading range markets, and give
positions more time to work in
trending markets. In non trending
markets holding periods are usually
not more than a few days. In trending
markets holding periods may be
several weeks or months.
In non-trending markets consider
taking profits after the initial pop
from the trigger. Look to exit as the
stock approaches the Bollinger Band,
a recent high, a trend line, or when
the market approaches support/
resistance. In trending markets,
consider trend lines and major
support/resistance areas for exits.
Strong stocks move up on above
average volume. If the volume is low
when moving up consider taking
profits. When in doubt take profits.
There is no guaranteed technique that
always works, watch the setups that
are triggering and adjust accordingly
.
Entry Strategies:
In uncertain markets, or narrow
trading ranges, consider pairing
accumulation and distribution, or bull
and bear flag, setups at current levels
without waiting for a trigger. In
uncertain markets, look for stronger
volume on the trigger day before
taking positions. In trending markets
look to enter flags near the bottom of
the flag base or when they hit the
classical trigger. Volume measures

Figure 1 NASDAQ Market
interest, the stronger volume triggers
may be lower risk choices, especially
in uncertain markets. Traders willing
to assume more risk may enter lower
volume
triggers
or
with
accumulation/distribution/flags
enter before a price trigger occurs.
Traders seeking lower risk may
lookat triggers that occur on above
average volume when the market is
bouncing off support or resistance.

hits either the stop or limit order
(which I enter after getting filled) I
can then look for another setup that
triggers to replace it. For example, in
a trending market I might be trading
10-15 full size positions. In an
uncertain market I might be trading
3-5 half size positions. When all the
positions I am willing to trade in a
given market condition are filled, I
either let new triggers go, or have to
close an existing position to make
Risk Management:
room for a new trade. I focus on
adjusting the number of trading
In an indecisive or uncertain market positions and the position sizes as a
I will just be trading a portion of way of controlling risk in different
myaccount, using a few trading market conditions.
positions. When an individual trade

Download AIQ TradingExpert Pro 9.2 for FREE
”....The charting function of the program is excellent. It is no wonder that Dan Zanger likes it. It combines
stunning graphics with an easy to use interface. It displays an on-chart indicator library with a Color Barometer
to give you an instant indication of the status of each chart..” Larry Jacobs, Editor Tradersworld magazine
30- day trial at http://www.aiqsystems.com
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Long Trade Opportunities:
Focus on Long setup’s that hit the
price trigger when the market is
bouncing off support, breaking above
resistance, or in a clear up trend. See
information on Market conditions
above to determine if longs are
appropriate. Do not take positions
just because they reach the price
target, check volume and market
conditions to determine if taking a
position is appropriate. An Initial
protective stop loss is typically placed
just below the low of the pattern. If
the set up does not trigger the next
day, watch the pattern for a few
more days. Interesting Long set ups
include:
AU on a move above 28.21. Base.
BRCM on a move above 17.77.
Double Bottom.
DLTR on a move above 42.67.
Pullback..
HEI on a move above 40.61.
Accumulation.
MAXY on a move above 9.26.
Accumulation.
RGLD on a move above 50.06.
Accumulation.
SLW on a move above 6.97.
Accumulation.

An Initial protective stop loss is
EEM is in the finishing stages of a
typically placed just above the high of double bottom pattern and looks
the pattern. If the set up does not interesting on a move above the 26.77
trigger the next day, continue to watch area.
the pattern for a few days. Interesting
Short set ups include:
EWJ is forming a triple bottom
pattern and looks interesting on a
ALOG on a move below 25.89.
move above the 9.76 area.
Base.
EWM is breaking above an eight
FE on a move below 47.89.
month descending trend line and
Retrace.
looks interesting around current
levels with a stop under the recent low
GCO on a move below 15.88.
in the 6.89 area.
Retrace.
FXI is interesting if it breaks above
HNT on a move below 10.68.
the descending trend line drawn
Retrace.
through the highs of 05/19 and 07/
23.

ETF Corner:

Exchange Traded Funds, REITs, and
closed end funds may have low
volatility and thus may provide
opportunities for intermediate term
holdings. Some are not strongly
correlated to the market, and provide
interesting trading opportunities in
poor market conditions. I generally
trade these using trend lines for entry
and exit points.
I watch for trend line breaks on pull
back’s, or a break above a long term
descending trend line for entries. For
exits I look at topping patterns and
breaks below ascending trend lines.
The volume is often low on ETF’s, so
I use limit orders for entry and exits.

I generally hold ETF’s longer than
stocks and look for movement on
declining volume, approaching
Shorting Opportunities:
resistance/support, or when the
market approaches resistance/
Focus on Short setup’s that hit the support, as times to take profits and
price trigger when the market is move on to another ETF setup. ETF’s
retracing from resistance, breaking that currently look interesting include:
below support, or in a down trend.
See information on Market conditions
DBC is interesting if it breaks and
above to determine if shorts are stays above the descending trend line
appropriate. Do not take positions drawn between the highs of 07/11/
just because they reach the price 08 and 09/24/08. A break above the
target, check volume and market 22.60 area also indicates a double
conditions to determine if taking a bottom pattern.
position is appropriate.

PLD on a move above 14.73.
Accumulation.

SLV has started forming higher
highs and higher lows and looks
interesting around current levels for
a small test position with an initial
stop in the 10.49 area.

Trader Tips:
Finding good swing trading set ups
is fairly straight foreword. However,
just taking every trade that comes
along will lead to mixed results. The
leverage in Swing-trading comes from
learning to time the trades with the
rhythm of the Market. This requires
spending some time in the school of
hard knocks, and learning to focus on
the charts; not emotions or CNBC.
When the Market is trading in a base
the best time to take new swing-trades
on the Long side is when the Market
bounces from the bottom of the base.
New Short trades should be taken
when the Market retraces from the top
of the base. The middle of the base is
the ‘no zone’, avoid new trades in this
area and manage existing trades
instead.
Sometimes the top and bottom of a
basing area are flat, making it easy to
tell when the Market is approaching
support or resistance. Frequently the
top and bottom of the base slopes
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which makes it a little harder to tell if
the current swing has reached the
upper or lower boundary of the base.
In practiceMarch
it is often
best to close
2002
positions as the Market approaches
support or resistance rather than
trying to time the exact top or bottom.

January 2009
The Letter is an outgrowth of my
process of writing down my trading
plan every evening. It is something
that reflects my thoughts after
running my scans and reviewing the
market. I use the first section to
determine whether or not I should be
trading and if so which direction and
how aggressively. If the market is
favoring Longs then I look at any long
setups that trigger and decide to take
them based on the volume, and what
the current market conditions tell me
about how close to fully invested I
want to be. If the market is favoring
Shorts then I analyze the Short
triggers in a similar way.

The number of positions I take at
one time depends on the market
conditions. When the market is in a
strong trend I want to be fully
invested, this is the least risky time
to trade. When the market is in a wide
base I usually trade half size positions.
When the market is in a narrow base
I usually stand aside or take only one
or two small positions. I let the market
conditions tell me when and how About the Author:
much to trade. This is why the first
Steve Palmquist a full time trader
section of the Letter looks at market
who invests his own money in the
conditions.
market every day. He has shared
The NASDAQ tends to lead the trading techniques and systems at
other indexes on both the up and seminars across the country;
downside. It is generally the first to presented at the Traders Expo, and
indicate a change in trend and is more published articles in Stocks &
representative of the overall market. Commodities, Traders-Journal, The
The DOW doesn’t tell you much about Opening Bell, and Working Money.
the market, but is the one the news Steve is the author of, “Moneyalways reports (there is a message Making Candlestick Patterns,
there). SPY is a good indication of Backtested for Proven Results’, in
how big caps are doing, but does not which he shares backtesting research
include much in the way of mid and on popular candlestick patterns and
small cap stocks. In short, I use the shows what actually works, and what
NASDAQ for market timing because does not. This best selling book is
it works better than the others. I do available through:
not limit my trading to only NASDAQ
www.daisydogger.com.
stocks. I just use the index to gauge
the health of the overall market.
Steve is the publisher of the, ‘Timely
I watch the market for awhile after Trades Letter’ in which he shares his
the open, but it is not necessary for market analysis and specific trading
swing trading. I don’t take trades just setups for stocks and ETFs. To receive
because they trigger, I also need the a sample of the ‘Timely Trades Letter’
market conditions to be favorable and send an email to
I adjust the number of trades based
sample@daisydogger.com.
on the market conditions.
Steve’s website .daisydogger.com
I generally do not wait for a stop to
additional
trading
take me out of a position, I close them provides
when they approach resistance or information and market adaptive
support, if they start moving on low trading techniques.
volume, or if the market approaches
one of the key levels noted in the
Letter.
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Terms of Use & Disclaimer:
No one associated with this letter
is an investment advisory service, nor
a registered investment advisor, or
broker-dealer; and we do not intend
to suggest which securities readers
should buy or sell for themselves.
Readers should always check with
their licensed financial advisor and
their tax advisor to determine the
suitability of any investment or trade.
Trading stocks involves risk and you
may lose part or all of your investment.
Do not trade with money you cannot
afford to lose. The Information
provided in this newsletter is not to
be relied upon for your investment
decisions. Your decision to buy or sell
any securities is a result your own
decisions, free will, and your own
research. We are not recommending
the purchase or short sale of specific
securities.
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The Zanger Report Jan 4, 2009
By Dan Zanger

Hello out there stock fans. The
S&P-500 and the NASDAQ have
finally broken out of their small
channels after three consecutive up

days on light holiday trading. And first few days of the New Year as this
while breaking out of these channels time is often filled with wild swings.
should be positive for at least two to
Let’s see those channels on the
three weeks, one has to be careful the leading averages.
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term trading oscillator
very high overbought
plus 71 on Friday. A
high leaves little room

March 2002
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for another big up day at this time, stocks in the market, many of these
but usually suggests some weakness stocks were up from $3 to $15 each
could be coming up in a day or two. by the end of the day.
Now on to some of the best moving
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About the Author:
Dan has been featured in FORTUNE MAGAZINE
and appeared on a segment of EXTRA TV. He was
also the weekly host of his own half-hour show on
the Business Channel in LA and featured in numerous
leading trade magazines such as Active Trader,
TradersWorld, Forbes and Stocks & Commodities.
Dan has been an AIQ user since 1992 and uses AIQ’s
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